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CERTIFICATES ARE PROVIDED FOR ALL COURSES

At Leyton House we believe education is the 
key to a successful colour career. Our industry 
is ever changing and keeping up with on trend 
colours, techniques and inspiration is vital to 
every hairdresser and salon business. Our goal is 
to support, guide and inspire you throughout your 
LH hairdressing journey.

Explore the world of
LEYTON HOUSE...

LEYTON HOUSE FOUNDATION
An essential introduction to the Leyton House product portfolio 
A fundamental course for introducing Leyton House. Here you’ll learn the ins and outs of our colour 
technology, key ingredients and their benefits.  Explore underlying pigment, numbering system specific 
to Leyton House and  identify what’s the right product to use in our Leyton House product portfolio to 
complete  a successful colour application.

DURATION:  4 Hours
SUITABILITY:   All Levels

01.

BLONDE LAB
Perfecting the ultimate blonde in our comprehensive training course
Become the blonding specialist in your salon.
Create breathtaking blondes and gain the most loyal clientele. 
We’ll delve into the blonding world of Leyton House using our premium quality products.
Because only the best is good enough for you.

DURATION:  7 Hours
SUITABILITY:   Intermediate

02.

BALAYAGE MASTERCLASS
Your balayage success journey begins here 
Knowing the right technique for the right hair can often bring out some technique issues.
Learn various balayage techniques from freehand to reverse balayage and more used everyday in salon,
including how to manage client expectations
 
DURATION:  7 Hours
SUITABILITY:   Intermediate - Advanced

03.

LEYTON HOUSE TONING SUCCESS 
Game changer experience with advanced toning concepts
Discover the brilliance and become a master at toning and making the unbelievable believable.
Overcome toning hazardous misconceptions and learn how to tone to perfection.
We’ll cover a variety of toning techniques used in-salon from root melt to zonal toning to our latest
Advanced Toning Guide. There will be nothing you cannot overcome in the class. 

DURATION:  4 Hours
SUITABILITY:   Intermediate - Advanced Levels

04.

COLOUR CORRECTION
Make the unexpected happen in this original correction course
Ever felt lost and confused on how to tackle colour correction?
We’ll share a host of ways to transform and achieve perfect results and send your client into hair heaven.
You’ll be exposed to different techniques and product best suited to the scenario at hand.
 
DURATION:  7 Hours
SUITABILITY:   Advanced

05.

FREE ONLINE EDUCATION & SALON BUSINESS
SIMON SAYS, AMANDA STEVENS & ONPOINT ESSENTIALS
Visit our website and click on Education to see all the available online education available

06.



UK BESPOKE EDUCATION

TURN BACK TIME
Grey Coverage & Formulation Techniques 
Learn all aspects of Leyton House Professional,
100% blended grey coverage theory,
Preventing unwanted warmth, Complete coverage,
Adjusting formulations for lighter or darker results,
Preventing “hot” roots, Colour build up or/and muddy results

DURATION  6 Hour (3 hour technical / 3 hour hands on)
SUITABILITY  Intermediate
REQUIREMENTS  Grey hair mannequin required (supplied by distributor)
   12 attendees max. for hands on session

BLONDE AMBITION
Blonding perfection for every technique, 
Foiling, Balayage, Global blonding, toning and maintenance,
Learn all aspects of lift, developer choice and choosing correct toner,
Why tone with Permanent vs Demi colour,
How underlying pigment affects the outcome

DURATION  6 Hour (3 hour technical / 3 hour hands on)
SUITABILITY  Intermediate
REQUIREMENTS  Level 7 hair mannequin required (supplied by distributor)
   12 attendees max. for hands on session

01.

02.

RED HEAD WALKING
What does red requests actually mean?
Reds, Coppers, and Rouge Series
Learn how all underlying pigments contribute to the perfect Copper or Red result,
Developer choice can “make or break” that red request
Preventing “hot roots” and “brown outs”
What levels do red and copper love
Underlying Pigments rule this class
 
DURATION  6 Hour (3 hour technical / 3 hour hands on)
SUITABILITY  Intermediate
REQUIREMENTS  Blonde mannequin & Level 7 mannequin required (supplied by distributor)
   12 attendees max. for hands on session

03.

TECHNICOLOUR DREAMCOAT
Colour Correction at its best! Using every tool in the box!
Every disaster is a masterpiece waiting to be created
Learn why missing pigments, porosity, retail colour, overly lightened, and
heavily pigmented colours should never be a nightmare

Something beautiful is about to happen!
 
DURATION  6 Hour (3 hour technical / 3 hour hands on)
SUITABILITY  Intermediate/Advanced
REQUIREMENTS  Quad Section mannequin required ((supplied by distributor)

04.

CERTIFICATES ARE PROVIDED FOR ALL COURSES
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